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Abstract

Mixed quantum-classical spin systems have been proposed in spin chain theory and,
more recently, in magnon spintronics. However, current models of quantum-classical dy-
namics beyond mean-field approximations typically suffer from long-standing consistency
issues, and, in some cases, invalidate Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. Here, we present
a fully Hamiltonian theory of quantum-classical spin dynamics that appears to be the
first to ensure an entire series of consistency properties, including positivity of both the
classical and the quantum density, so that Heisenberg’s principle is satisfied at all times.
We show how this theory may connect to recent energy-balance considerations in mea-
surement theory and we present its Poisson bracket structure explicitly. After focusing on
the simpler case of a classical Bloch vector interacting with a quantum spin observable,
we illustrate the extension of the model to systems with several spins, and restore the
presence of orbital degrees of freedom.
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1 Introduction

The search for a mixed quantum-classical description of many-body quantum systems is mo-
tivated by the formidable challenges posed by the curse of dimensionality appearing in fully
quantum approaches. Already at the level of Born-Oppenheimer theory [5, 7, 38], it is common
practice in molecular dynamics to approximate nuclei as classical particles while retaining a
fully quantum electronic description [14, 28, 31, 48]. Similar mixed quantum-classical approx-
imations have also been proposed in quantum plasmas [30].

However, the interaction dynamics of quantum and classical degrees of freedom remains a
challenging question since the currently available models suffer from several consistency issues
[2]. In some cases [4, 22, 8], the Heisenberg principle is lost due to the fact that the quantum
density matrix is allowed to change its sign. In some other cases [12, 25], the model does not
reduce to uncoupled quantum and classical dynamics in the absence of a quantum-classical
interaction potential. At a computational level, the most popular approach is probably the
Ehrenfest model, which is written as

BtD ` div
`
DxX pHy

˘
“ 0 , i~

`
Btψ ` xX pHy ¨ ∇ψ

˘
“ pHψ , with X pH “

`
Bp

pH,´Bq
pH

˘
. (1)

Here, Dpq, pq is the classical density, while ψpx; q, pq is a wavefunction depending on the quan-

tum x´coordinate and parameterized by the classical coordinates pq, pq. Also, pHpq, pq is a
quantum Hamiltonian operator depending on pq, pq and we have resorted to the usual notation

x pAy “ xψ| pApq, pqψy, where xψ1|ψ2y “
ş
ψ˚
1
pxqψ2pxq dx. In this setting, the matrix elements of

the quantum density operator are given as ρ̂px, x1q “
ş
Dpq, pqψpx; q, pqψ˚px1; q, pq dqdp. De-

spite its wide popularity, the Ehrenfest model fails to reproduce realistic levels of decoherence,
which is usually expressed in terms of the norm squared }ρ̂}2 of the density operator, a quantity
also known as quantum purity. This has led some authors [3, 11] to search for ad-hoc corrections
of the Ehrenfest model in order to retain more realistic decoherence levels.

In recent years, the authors proposed a theory of hybrid quantum-classical dynamics [17, 16]
that captures correlations beyond the Ehrenfest model and still satisfies five of its important
consistency properties [8]: 1) the classical system is identified by a phase-space probability
density at all times; 2) the quantum system is identified by a positive-semidefinite density
operator ρ̂ at all times; 3) the model is covariant under both quantum unitary transformations
and classical canonical transformations; 4) in the absence of an interaction potential, the model
reduces to uncoupled quantum and classical dynamics; 5) in the presence of an interaction
potential, the quantum purity }ρ̂}2 is not a constant of motion (decoherence property).

Blending Koopman wavefunctions in classical mechanics [32] with the geometry of prequan-
tum theory [33, 43, 49], we formulated a quantum-classical model which was developed in two
stages. First, we provided an early quantum-classical model [6, 18, 34] that succeeded in sat-
isfying only the properties 2)-5). Then, more recently, we upgraded this model in such a way
that property 1) is also secured [16, 17]. This upgrade results from applying a gauge principle
on the original version of the model in order to ensure that classical phases are unobservable,
that is they do not contribute to measurable expectation values. Inspired by Sudarshan’s work
[10, 45], this gauge principle naturally leads to crucial properties such as the characteriza-
tion of entropy functionals and the Poincaré integral invariant, thereby extending the classical
conserved quantity

ű
cptq

pdq to quantum-classical dynamics. Nevertheless, the model is non-

linear and its explicit form is rather intricate due to the appearance of a gauge connection
that extends Mead’s non-Abelian potential [37] to phase-space. Upon defining the (Hermitian)

operator-valued vector potential as pΓ “ irP,∇P s, with P px, x1; q, pq “ ψpx; q, pqψ˚px1; q, pq,
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one can write the model proposed in [16, 17] as

BtD ` divpDXq “ 0 , i~pBtψ ` X ¨ ∇ψq “ pHψ, (2)

with

X “ xX pHy ´ ~

2D
Tr

´
pDJpΓq ¨ ∇X pH ´ X pH ¨ ∇pDJpΓq

¯
, J “

ˆ
0 1

´1 0

˙
, (3)

and
pH “ pH ` i~

´
tP, pHu ` t pH,P u ´ 1

2D
rtD, pHu, P s

¯
. (4)

Thus, we conclude that the vector field X and the Hermitian generator pH can be regarded
as ~´modifications of the original Ehrenfest quantities. Notice that the minus sign before the
trace in the expression of X fixes a typo in equation (6.10) of [16]. While equations (2)-(4)
appear hardly tractable at first sight, a direct calculation of divX reveals that no gradients of
order higher than two appear in the equations (2). In addition, the Hamiltonian/variational
structure of this system reveals much of the features occurring in quantum-classical coupling.
Thus, we consider the equations above as a platform for the formulation of simplified closure
models that can be used in physically relevant cases. Trajectory-based numerical algorithms
to implement equations (2)-(4) are currently underway.

Despite this recent progress, current results only apply to classical orbital degrees of free-
dom, that is canonical coordinates. However, several situations involve spin systems requiring
a noncanonical treatment. Quantum-classical spin hybrid systems have been proposed recently
in spintronics [39] as a way to control quantum impurity spins, although the general idea of
quantum-classical spin hybrids [41] goes back to spin chain models in the theory of magnetism
[21]. In theoretical chemistry, mixed quantum-classical spin dynamics may overcome the limi-
tations of certain semiclassical models currently used to describe organic radical pairs [35]. In
this context, electron spin-spin coupling generally requires a quantum treatment [13], while at
present the semiclassical description applies to both nuclear and electronic spins. Motivated
by these investigations, here we provide a new formulation of hybrid dynamics for correlated
quantum-classical spin systems. Based on a variational formulation involving the phase-space
of the rotation group, the new theory is obtained as a closure model that is made available
by the underlying variational principle. The intricacies arising from the noncanonical spin
structure are dealt with by resorting to standard methods in reduction by symmetry [29, 36].

The paper proceeds as follows. After a brief summary of classical Bloch vector dynamics
and the corresponding Liouville equation, Section 2 presents their underlying Hamiltonian and
variational structures. Notice that this treatment is somewhat complicated by the fact that,
as mentioned above, rotational motion generally requires noncanonical coordinates. Then, we
present two different Koopman formulations of classical Bloch dynamics: Koopman-von Neu-
mann and Koopman-van Hove. These are eventually related by resorting to their underlying
variational structures. Section 3 is devoted to quantum-classical dynamics. After presenting
a preliminary model based on the Koopman-van Hove construction, the discussion proceeds
by applying a gauge principle that results in ensuring both a positive-definite classical density
and a positive-semidefinite quantum density matrix. Then, the resulting model equations are
presented explicitly and shown to be highly nonlinear. Despite their formidable appearance,
these equations do not involve gradients of order higher than two. In addition, Section 4 shows
how various remarkable properties are inherited naturally from the underlying variational set-
ting. After discussing some aspects concerning the energy balance, we consider the expectation
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values of hybrid quantum-classical observables. Also, we present the explicit Hamiltonian for-
mulation of the model along with its Poisson bracket structure and the associated Casimir
invariants. Finally, we discuss different augmentations and extensions to systems with multiple
spins as well as orbital degrees of freedom.

2 Classical spin evolution and variational structure

2.1 Classical Bloch vector dynamics and Liouville equation

While spin is a typical quantum observable, the Bloch ball representation offers an immediate
classical analogue in terms of a vector evolving within the unit sphere. In the simplest case
of a linear Hamiltonian function Hpnq “ n ¨ H , the Bloch vector dynamics is 9n “ H ˆ n
where H typically represents an external magnetic field. Then, the spin vector is found as s “
~n{2, although here we will work with Bloch vectors to avoid the proliferation of unnecessary
numerical factors.

At the level of a single spin, in the absence of orbital degrees of freedom, the Bloch vector
dynamics is essentially a classical precession. This observation may be used to formulate
classical spin dynamics in the case of multiple spins pn1,n2, . . . q. In more generality, one may
introduce a classical probability density Dpn1,n2, . . . q that is transported along the trajectories
followed by the Bloch vectors. This produces a classical Liouville equation for spins. For
simplicity, here we will focus on a single classical spin described by the Bloch vector n “ 2s{~.
In this case, the Liouville equation for the density Dpn, tq reads

BtD “ ∇D ¨ n ˆ ∇H , (5)

where Hpnq is now a generic Hamiltonian function.
The remainder of section will deal with the Hamiltonian and variational structures of clas-

sical spin systems and their formulation in terms of Koopman wavefunctions. In particular,
the variational structure will be exploited later on to devise a model for quantum-classical spin
systems.

2.2 Hamiltonian/variational structures of classical spin dynamics

We begin this section by considering the dynamics of a single Bloch vector, which will provide
the framework for the study of the classical Liouville density evolution. The precessional motion
of the Bloch vector provides the most important example of a noncanonical Hamiltonian system
with Lie-Poisson bracket

tf, ku “ n ¨ ∇f ˆ ∇k . (6)

Indeed, the relation 9n “ tn, Hu “ ∇H ˆ n recovers the classical vector dynamics previously
introduced for a linear Hamiltonian Hpnq “ n ¨ H . We notice that, while here we generally
consider functions on the entire three-dimensional space, the restriction to functions on the
unit sphere (that is, functions of unit vectors) does not change the Poisson structure (6); see
Section 4.3 for further discussions on this point.

The corresponding variational structure is given by Hamilton’s variational principle on
phase-space. If R is a rotation matrix and P is its conjugate momentum, one generally writes
the variational principle as δ

şt2
t1

`
TrpP T 9Rq ´ HpR,P q

˘
dt “ 0 for arbitrary variations δR, δP .

Here, Tr denotes the trace and the superscript T denotes transpose. In the case of rotational
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symmetry, the Hamiltonian depends only on n̂ “ PRT and one can use the usual isomorphism
v̂lm “ ´ǫlmnvn between three-dimensional vectors and skew-symmetric 3 ˆ 3 matrices to write
the entire action principle in terms of vectors. From this, one may formulate a variational
principle that is entirely expressed in terms of the Bloch vector and the angular frequency
vector ν associated to the matrix ν̂ “ 9RRT . Then, the equation 9n “ ∇H ˆn may be obtained
from the following variational principle:

δ

ż t2

t1

`
n ¨ ν ´ Hpnq

˘
dt “ 0 , with Hpnq “ H ¨ n . (7)

Here, δn is arbitrary, while δν “ 9ξ`ξˆν with ξ an arbitrary time-dependent vector. The latter
expression for the variation δν of the angular frequency arises from the definition ν̂ “ 9RRT upon
denoting ξ̂ “ δRRT . In particular, the variations δν give 9n “ νˆn, while the variations δn give
ν “ ∇H . This construction is valid for any Hamiltonian Hpnq, while in the previous section
we considered only a linear expression for simplicity. Both the noncanonical Hamiltonian and
variational structures arise from the theory of reduction by symmetry [29, 36], which however
is beyond the scope of this article.

We now turn our attention to consider the classical Liouville equation (5). The corre-
sponding variational principle has its roots in the Lagrangian trajectories from continuum
theories and an early formulation is found in [27]. If ηpR0, P0, tq is a Lagrangian trajec-
tory on the phase-space corresponding to the rotation group, with components ηpR0, P0, tq “
pηRpR0, P0, tq, ηP pR0, P0, tqq, one starts with the variational principle δ

şt2
t1

ş
D0

`
TrpηTP 9ηRq ´

HpηR, ηP q
˘
d3R0d

3P0dt “ 0, for arbitrary variations δηR, δηP . Here D0pR0, P0q is a reference
density and d3R0d

3P0 is the Liouville volume element on the phase space associated to the
rotation group. Upon changing coordinates pR0, P0q ÞÑ pR0,n0q, the Lagrangian trajectory is
written as η̃pR0,n0q “ pη̃RpR0,n0q, η̃pR0,n0qq and similarly for D0, which becomes D̃0pR0,n0q.
Then, the previous variational principle can be equivalently written as

δ

ż t2

t1

ż
D̃0

`
Trpˆ̃ηT 9̃ηRη̃

´1

R q ´ Hpη̃R, η̃q
˘
d3µR d3n0 dt “ 0, (8)

where d3µR is the Haar volume element on the rotation group and d3n0 is the usual volume
element on R3. Here, we used the fact that the Liouville volume form d3R0d

3P0 on the phase
space corresponds, up to a factor, to d3µR d3n0, via the change of coordinates pR0, P0q ÞÑ
pR0,n0q; see [24] for further details.

In the case of rotational symmetry, the Hamiltonian depends only on η̃. Then, the symmetry
of the problem allows restricting to a specific type of Lagrangian trajectories of the form
pη̃RpR0,n0q, η̃pR0,n0qq “ pRpn0qR0,ηpn0qq. In geometric terms, this corresponds to selecting
diffeomorphisms η̃ of phase space that are equivariant (or covariant, in more physical terms)
with respect to rotations, that is pη̃RpR0R

1,n0q, η̃pR0R
1,n0qq “ pη̃RpR0,n0qR1, η̃pR0,n0qq for

any rotation matrix R1. Here, we will simply refer the reader to [15, 20] for further details on
these geometric aspects.

Then, upon introducing D0 “
ş
D̃0 d

3µR, we define

Dpn, tq “
ż
D0pn0q δpn ´ ηpn0, tqq d3n0 (9)

and ν̂pn, tq “ 9Rpn0, tqRT pn0, tq|
n0“η´1pn,tq, so that the variational principle (8) becomes

δ

ż t2

t1

ℓpX ,ν, Dqdt “ 0 , with ℓpX ,ν, Dq “
ż
Dpnq

`
n ¨ νpnq ´ Hpnq

˘
d3n . (10)
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Here, the Lagrangian ℓ depends on the vector-valued scalar function νpn, tq (the angular fre-
quency field), and formally also on the vector field X pn, tq whose integral curves η satisfy
9ηpn, tq “ X pn0, tq|

n0“ηpn,tq. The definitions of X and D in terms of η produce the variations

δX “ BtY ` X ¨ ∇Y ´ Y ¨ ∇X , δD “ ´ divpDYq , (11)

where Y is an arbitrary infinitesimal displacement satisfying δηpn, tq “ Ypn0, tq|
n0“ηpn,tq. In

addition, the frequency field νpn, tq identifies a generator of the n´dependent rotations gov-
erning the Lagrangian trajectories η. From its definition in terms of η and R, one finds

δν “ BtΛ ` Λ ˆ ν ` X ¨ ∇Λ ´ Y ¨ ∇ν , (12)

where Λ̂pn, tq :“ δRpn0, tqRT pn0, tq|
n0“η´1pn,tq is an arbitrary quantity.

Since the particular function ℓ in (10) is actually independent of X , the Y´terms in the
variational principle are produced only by the variations δD and δν. These terms lead to the
algebraic relation ν “ ∇H . On the other hand, the Λ´terms give X “ ν ˆ n, so that

X “ ∇H ˆ n “: XH .

Then, since the Hamiltonian vector field XH is divergence-free, the equation BtD`divpDX q “ 0
arising from the definition (9) returns (5).

2.3 Koopman wavefunctions

This section presents the formulation of classical spin dynamics in terms of Koopman wavefunc-
tions. As discussed in [6, 18, 47], the more popular Koopman-von Neumann (KvN) construction
has a variant in prequantum theory that is known as Koopman-van Hove (KvH) formulation.
The two essentially differ by a crucial phase factor that restores the information on classical
phase dynamics in the KvH setting. This is a key ingredient in bridging across the quantum-
classical divide, since phases are notably crucial in quantum evolution and thus the formulation
of a hybrid model in which quantum and classical dynamics are regarded on an equal footing
cannot disregard the role of phases in both sectors. Importantly, the extra phase factor affects
the expression of the classical Liouville distribution in terms of the Koopman wavefunction.
This expression is indeed different in the KvN and the KvH constructions, as explained in
[6, 16]. Since these aspects have been discussed thoroughly elsewhere, here we will simply
adapt them to the case of classical spin dynamics.

The KvN construction arises by simply writing the Liouville spin density in terms of a
wavefunction χpnq as D “ |χ|2. Then, the Liouville equation (5) leads to the KvN spin
equation

i~Btχ “ LHχ , with LHχ “ i~tH,χu . (13)

Here, the Hermitian operator LH is known as Liouvillian and is expressed in terms of the Lie-
Poisson bracket (6). We notice that the KvN wavefunction is defined up to a phase factor, so
that χ can be made real depending on convenience.

The KvH construction modifies the KvN equation by adding a phase term to the Liouvil-
lian operator. The resulting modified Liouvillian in KvH theory is generally written as the
Hermitian operator LH “ i~tH, ¨u ´ L , where L is the Lagrangian corresponding to classical
motion. In the case of classical spin dynamics, L is given as in (7), that is L “ n ¨ ∇H ´H .
Here, following the discussion in the previous section, we have replaced ν “ ∇H in (7) so
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that the Lagrangian is entirely expressed in terms of the coordinate vector n. Then, the KvH
equation for classical spin dynamics reads

i~Btχ “ i~tH,χu ´ pn ¨ ∇H ´ Hqχ “: LHχ . (14)

Notice that, in the particular case Hpnq “ H ¨ n, the phase term vanishes identically and the
KvH equation returns KvN. However, here we will consider the general case of an arbitrary
Hamiltonian H . The variational structure of the spin KvH equation (14) is given by the usual
Dirac-Frenkel principle

δ

ż t2

t1

LKvHpχ, Btχq dt “ 0 , LKvHpχ, Btχq “ Re

ż
χ˚pi~Bt ´ LHqχ d3n . (15)

This readily identifies the expression of the total energy
ş
χ˚LHχ d

3n “
ş
HD d3n, so that the

classical spin distribution Dpnq reads

D “ |χ|2 ` divpn|χ|2q ` ~ Imtχ˚, χu . (16)

Then, one verifies that (16) indeed satisfies the classical Liouville equation (5). We notice that
the KvH construction differs substantially from the standard KvN theory and this difference
arises from the phase factor, which in turn reflects in a different expression of the density D in
(16), compared to the density D “ |χ|2 associated to (13).

One may ask whether the KvN and KvH constructions are somehow related. In canonical
coordinates pq, pq, this relation was recently unfolded in terms of the variational structure
underlying the KvH equation [16]. However, in noncanonical coordinates this relation is more
subtle and requires resorting to the full phase-space variables pR,nq. This is the topic of the
next section.

2.4 The relation between KvH and KvN for spin systems

In this section we will address the question whether KvN dynamics can be somehow obtained
from the more complete KvH theory. As anticipated, this requires a full phase-space approach
in terms of both the classical vector n and the rotational matrix R. In terms of canonical
coordinates pR,P q on phase-space associated to the rotation group, one has n̂ “ PRT . In
terms of pR,nq, the equations of motion of a classical trajectory read

p 9R, 9nq “ rXHpR,nq , with rXHpR,nq :“ p y∇HR,∇H ˆ nq . (17)

Notice that in the system (17) the equation for R is enslaved to that for n, so that R is simply
the instantaneous rotational state identified by the vector n and no new information is actually
added. This is due to the fact that the Hamiltonian H depends only on n.

Then, the KvH equation obtained by extending (14) to phase space wavefunctions χ̃pR,nq
reads

i~Btχ̃ “ ´i~ rXH ¨ ∇χ̃ ´ pn ¨ ∇H ´ Hqχ̃ , (18)

which indeed reduces to (14) upon setting BRχ̃ “ 0. As in the previous case, the right hand
side now defines an Hermitian operator on phase space wavefunctions. To avoid proliferation
of notation, here we have extended the dot product as follows: A ¨ B :“ TrpAT

RBRq ` A ¨ B
for any A “ pAR,Aq and B “ pBR,Bq. In addition, we have denoted ∇ “ pBR, Bn

q so that
∇H “ p0, B

n
Hq. We will perform a slight abuse of notation by confusing ∇H with B

n
H .

7



Before proceeding, we emphasize that the Hermitian property of the right hand side of (18)
follows by recalling that the inner product on phase-space wavefunctions is computed with
the volume form d3µR d3n in the pR,nq description, which corresponds, up to a factor, to the
Liouville form d3R d3P in the canonical pR,P q description [24]. Indeed, this ensures the usual
permutation properties of Poisson brackets under the integral symbol, which then lead to the
hermiticity of the right hand side of (18).

In the present setting, the variational principle analogue to (15) reads

δ

ż t1

t0

Re

ż
χ˚

`
i~Btχ̃` i~ rXH ¨ ∇χ̃` pA ¨ rXH ´ Hqχ̃

˘
d3µR d3n dt. (19)

For later convenience, here we have defined A “ pn̂R, 0q, so that

n ¨ ∇H “ Trpn̂T y∇Hq “ A ¨ rXH .

In particular, the differential form n̂R ¨dR “ P ¨dR corresponds to the usual elementary action
pdq in canonical coordinates. Upon using the polar form χ̃ “ ?

˜̺eiS̃{~, equation (18) leads to

Bt ˜̺` rXH ¨ ∇ ˜̺ “ 0 , BtS̃ ` rXH ¨ ∇S̃ “ n ¨ ∇H ´ H , (20)

and the variational principle (19) becomes

δ

ż t2

t1

ż
˜̺
`
BtS̃ ` rXH ¨ p∇S̃ ´ Aq ` H

˘
d3µR d3n dt “ 0 . (21)

At this point, we consider the first equation in (20) and let ˜̺ be transported along the

integral curves of a vector field rX pR,n, tq. In other words, we consider the natural extension
of (9) and let ˜̺ evolve as

˜̺pR,n, tq “
ż
˜̺0pR0,n0q δppR,nq ´ η̃pR0,n0, tqq d3µR d3n0, (22)

for some Lagrangian path η̃ such that Btη̃ “ rX pη̃, tq. Then, making use of the resulting relation

Bt ˜̺ ` divp ˜̺ rX q “ 0 after integrating by parts the first term in (21), we obtain the reduced
variational principle

δ

ż t2

t1

ż
˜̺
` rX ¨ ∇S̃ ´ rXH ¨ p∇S̃ ´ Aq ´ H

˘
d3µR d3n dt “ 0, . (23)

At this point, since the variations of η̃ are arbitrary, one gets the variations δ rX “ Bt
rY ` rX ¨

∇ rY ´Y ¨∇ rX and δ ˜̺ “ ´ divp ˜̺rYq and (23) yields the equations (20), with the phase S̃ defined
up to an irrelevant time-dependent number.

Without loss of generality, we follow the process from Section 2.2 and consider Lagrangian
paths η̃pR,nq of the form η̃pR,nq “ pRpnqR,ηpnqq. This leads to writing the vector field rX as

rX pR,nq “ pν̂pnqR,X pnqq, (24)

where ν̂pn, tq “ 9Rpn0, tqRtpn0, tq|
n0“η´1pn,tq is a n´dependent skew-symmetric matrix as in

Section 2.2. This type of vector field reflects the expression of rXH in (17) and takes (23) into

δ

ż t2

t1

ż `
X ¨ M ` ν ¨ M ` p̺n ` M ˆ n ´ Mq ¨ ∇H ´ ̺H

˘
d3n dt “ 0 , (25)
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where the expressions of δX and δν are found exactly as in (11) and (12). Notice that the
integration is now over d3n only. In (25) we have defined ̺pnq, Mpnq, and Mpnq as

̺ :“
ż
˜̺d3µR , M :“

ż
˜̺B

n
S̃ d3µR , xM :“

ż
˜̺BRS̃R

Td3µR . (26)

Due to the special form of η̃, we observe from (22) that ̺ evolves exactly the same as D
in (9) so that δ̺ “ ´ divp̺Yq, while δM and δM are arbitrary since so is δS̃. From the
variations δM and δM in (25) one gets X “ ∇H ˆ n and ν “ ∇H . Then, collecting the
terms proportional to Λ and Y arising by taking the variations δX , δν, and δ̺, one gets

BtM`XH ¨∇M “ ∇HˆM , BtM`XH ¨∇M`∇XH ¨M “ ̺∇pn¨∇H´Hq´∇ν ¨M ,

(27)
as well as Bt̺` XH ¨ ∇̺ “ 0 with XH :“ ∇H ˆ n. While these equations follow directly from
the KvH equation (18) for χ̃ “ ?

˜̺eiS̃{~ by using (26), they have been obtained here in a more
systematic way by using the variational principle (25). At this point, we notice that the first
equation above has two solutions, each leading to a different Koopman construction.

1. Exact solution M “ 0 (KvH). This is the case, for example, of a wavefunction χ̃

in (18) of the type χ̃pR,nq “ χpnqApRq, where A is a real amplitude while χpnq is a
complex-valued wavefunction. In this case, we obtain

Bt̺` XH ¨ ∇̺ “ 0 , BtM ` XH ¨ ∇M ` ∇XH ¨ M “ ̺∇pn ¨ ∇H ´ Hq . (28)

Then, writing M “ ̺∇S and ̺ “ |χ|2, for some Koopman wavefunction χpnq “a
̺pnqeiSpnq{~, returns the Madelung dynamics corresponding to the original KvH equa-

tion (14). Indeed, (28) may be obtained directly from (14) upon using the polar form of
χ.

2. Exact solution M “ ̺n (KvN). As it may be verified directly, one has BtpM{ρq `
XH ¨∇pM{ρq “ ∇H ˆ pM{ρq, so that the relation M “ ̺n identifies an exact solution
of the first equation in (27). Moreover, in this case, we obtain ν “ ∇H and the resulting
M´equation decouples entirely. As a result, we have

Bt̺ ` XH ¨ ∇̺ “ 0 , BtM ` XH ¨ ∇M ` ∇XH ¨ M “ 0 .

Notice that, while this solution is allowed by the equations (27), it does not generally
correspond to a solution of the original equation (13). Nevertheless, writing M “ ̺∇S
and ̺ “ |χ|2, for some χ, returns the Madelung dynamics corresponding to the original
KvN equation (13). Also, setting M “ ̺n and M “ 0 takes the variational principle
(25) into the form (10) (upon replacing D Ñ ̺), thereby returning the classical Liouville
equation. Notice that, in this case, the phase is completely eliminated from the dynamics
since the variational principle (10) is entirely phase-independent.

Remark 2.1 (From KvH to KvN) As pointed out above, the relation M “ ̺n cannot be
realized as arising from an exact solution of the general KvH equation (18). Nevertheless, upon
writing M “ ̺∇S, this relation does lead us to the KvN formulation based on a wavefunction
χ “ ?

̺ eiS{~, where ̺ satisfies the first in (28) and analogously for S. A similar situation also
occurs in canonical coordinates pq, pq. We showed in [16] how a more direct relation between
KvN and KvH dynamics may be identified by resorting to mixtures of Koopman wavefunctions.
This point, however, is beyond our present scope.
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In summary, we have shown that both the KvH equation (14) and the KvN equation (13)
may be found by suitable specializations of the variational principle (25) originally underlying
the general KvH equation (18) on the full phase-space with coordinates pR,nq. In the remainder
of this paper, we will exploit this setting to devise models for the coupled dynamics of hybrid
quantum-classical spin systems.

3 Quantum-classical spin hybrids

This part of the paper is entirely devoted to formulate a theory of quantum-classical spin
dynamics. Strongly based on our previous considerations in the purely classical setting, a new
model will be presented in two stages. First, we will present a variant that is constructed
directly from the KvH formalism. This variant seems to satisfy a series of relevant properties
except for the fact that the expression of the classical density is generally unsigned and it has
not yet been proved to remain positive in time. In order to address this point, we will move
on to the second stage in which the classical density will be made positive definite by applying
a gauge principle that makes classical phases unobservable. For the case of classical orbital
degrees of freedom, the resulting model was presented in [16, 17], while here we focus on spin
systems and deal with the intricacies arising from noncanonical classical coordinates.

3.1 Quantum-classical KvH construction

A first dynamical model of quantum-classical spin systems may be obtained by simply starting
with the KvH equation (14) for two classical spins, n and n1, and then quantize one of them.
In general, this quantization process follows from sophisticated techniques such as geometric
quantization, which is entirely based on the prequantum KvH construction. This treatment
is highly technical and is left for other venues. In this paper, we will simply state the final
result, which is obtained by first making the replacement H Ñ H in the two-particle KvH
equation, where Hpnq is a function of the classical Bloch vector with values in the space of
Hermitian 2 ˆ 2 matrices. Notice that we have used sans serif fonts instead of the usual hat
notation to minimize possible confusion with the hat map identifying 3 ˆ 3 skew-symmetric
matrices. In addition, we also replace χpn,n1q Ñ Υpnq, where Υ is a classical wavefunction
with values in the space C2 of two-dimensional complex vectors. Then, one is left with the
following quantum-classical KvH equation for the Pauli spinor Υpn, tq:

i~BtΥ “ i~tH,Υu ´ pn ¨ ∇H ´ HqΥ “: LHΥ , (29)

where we recall the Lie-Poisson bracket notation (6), so that tH,Υua “ n ¨ ∇Hab ˆ ∇Υb.
Explicitly, since we are dealing with only one quantum spin, we may write Hpnq “ Hpnq `
Hpnq ¨ pσ, where we have used the Pauli matrix notation pσ “ ppσx, pσy, pσzq carrying the hat
symbol. Notice that in the present paper we restrict to consider only two-level quantum systems
and the extension to more general spin numbers is straightforward.

Equation (29) is the immediate extension of the quantum-classical wave equation proposed
in [6] for the case of canonical hybrid systems. In particular, since the hybrid Liouvillian LH is
Hermitian, equation (29) possesses a variational formulation analogous to (15). In particular,
the quantum-classical variational principle reads

δ

ż t2

t1

Re

ż
xΥ|pi~Bt ´ LHqΥy d3n dt “ 0 . (30)
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Here, the bracket x¨|¨y denotes the inner product in C2, so that xΥ1|Υ2y “ Υ:
1
Υ2 and }Υ}2 “

xΥ|Υy. Analogously to the classical case, one may integrate by parts to write the total energy
as

ş
xΥ|LHΥy d3n “ Tr

ş
HD d3n, where

D “ ΥΥ: ` divpnΥΥ:q ` i~tΥ,Υ:u (31)

defines a hybrid von-Neumann operator mimicking the usual density matrix. In particular, D
is a distribution-valued Hermitian operator acting on two-dimensional complex vectors. Then,
the quantum density matrix of the quantum subsystem is obtained as

ρ̂q “
ż
D d3n “

ż
ΥΥ: d3n , which satisfies i~

dρ̂q
dt

“
ż

rH,Ds d3n . (32)

We notice that, in analogy with the results in [6], this quantity is again positive-definite thereby
retaining the Heisenberg uncertainty principle in the quantum sector. In addition, the classical
distribution is found as

ρc “ TrD “ }Υ}2`divpn}Υ}2q`~ ImtΥ:,Υu , which satisfies Btρc “ TrtH,Du . (33)

This expression is not positive-definite in general, although, by using methods analogous to
those in [18], one can prove that hybrid Hamiltonians depending only on one of the three Pauli
matrices lead to a sign-preserving evolution for ρc.

Being the natural extension to spin systems of the quantum-classical wave equation in [6],
equation (29) inherits all the consistency properties already appearing in the case of canonical
coordinates. If the positivity of the classical distribution stands as an additional requirement,
however, the present model may need to be modified in such a way that this condition is sat-
isfied at all times by construction. In the case of canonical coordinates, this upgrade of the
quantum-classical wave equation was formulated in [16, 17] by blending variational methods
with wavefunction factorization techniques currently used in chemical physics [1]. This ap-
proach will be extended to quantum-classical spin systems in the next section, where we will
show how ensuring both quantum and classical positivity leads to a nonlinear hybrid model.

3.2 Nonlinear model I: factorization and variational principle

Upon following the discussion in Section 2.4, our point of departure in the formulation of a
positivity-preserving model consists in a slight generalization of the hybrid KvH equation (29).
In particular, we introduce a hybrid wavefunction Υ̃pR,nq on the full phase-space and satisfying
the equation

i~BtΥ̃ “ ´i~ rXH ¨ ∇Υ̃ ´ pn ¨ ∇H ´ HqΥ̃ , where rXHpR,nq :“ py∇HR,∇H ˆ nq (34)

is an operator-valued vector field on the full phase-space. In order to follow the steps in Section
2.4, we need to find a way to extract information on the classical phase. Indeed, the latter plays
a crucial role in determining the particular Koopman construction that will be used. However,
at this stage it appears difficult to extract the classical phase from the hybrid wavefunction
Υ̃pR,nq, since the latter seems to blend together quantum and classical properties. The solution
to this problem lies in a convenient factorization of the hybrid wavefunction, which will be the
focus of the present discussion.

We use the factorization ansatz [1]

Υ̃pR,nq “ χ̃pR,nqψpnq , with }ψpnq}2 “ 1 . (35)
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Here, the factor ψpnq is a scalar function with values in C2, while χ̃pR,nq is simply a complex-
valued wavefunction. The extra normalization condition in (35) says that ψ represents a nor-
malized quantum spin state that is parameterized by the classical vector n. In the case when ψ
depends also on R the factorization ansatz (35) identifies an exact solution of (34) as long as χ̃
vanishes nowhere. Instead of pursuing this more general case, here we simplify the treatment
by restricting to consider a ψ depending only on n. This allows us to retain quantum-classical
correlations while treating the rotational coordinate only within the classical sector. As we will
see, the presence of the classical wavefunction χ̃pR,nq, which now encodes the classical density
and phase, allows for convenient manipulations in the same spirit as in Section 2.4.

Then, replacing (35) in the variational principle

δ

ż t2

t1

Re

ż @
Υ̃

ˇ̌`
i~Bt ` i~ rXH ¨ ∇ ` pn ¨ ∇H ´ Hq

˘
Υ̃

D
d3µR d3n dt “ 0

underlying the general equation (34), writing χ̃ “ ?
˜̺eiS̃{~, and dealing with the term

ş
˜̺BtS̃

d3µR d3n as in Section 2.4 yields

δ

ż t2

t1

ż
˜̺
`
∇S̃ ¨ p rX ´ x rXHyq ` xψ, pi~Bt ` i~ rXH ¨ ∇qψy ` xA ¨ rXH ´ Hy

˘
d3µR d3n dt “ 0 , (36)

where we have introduced the notation x¨, ¨y “ Re x¨|¨y and xAy “ xψ,Aψy. Notice that the

vector field rX in (36) is defined in exactly the same way as the vector field appearing in the

variational principle (23). Also, we recall the notation A “ pn̂R, 0q so that n ¨ ∇H “ A ¨ rXH “
Trpn̂T y∇Hq, where Tr denotes the partial trace involving only the classical degrees of freedom.

Moreover, we recall the variations δ rX “ Bt
rY ` rX ¨ ∇ rY ´ rY ¨ ∇ rX and δ ˜̺ “ ´ divp ˜̺rYq to be

used in (36), while δS̃ and δψ are arbitrary. Notice that at this stage, from the expression

˜̺xψ, i~ rXH ¨ ∇ψy ` ˜̺xpA ´ ∇S̃q ¨ rXH ´ Hy of the total energy density, we conclude that the
classical density ρcpnq acquires the form

ρc “ ̺` div
`
̺n ´ M ´ n ˆ pM ` ̺ABq

˘
, (37)

where we recall the definitions (26) and we have defined the Berry connection

AB “ xψ| ´ i~∇ψy . (38)

We observe that, in principle, ρc could be made positive-definite by enforcing

M ` n ˆ M “ ̺pn ´ n ˆ ABq, (39)

so that ρc “ ̺ “
ş

|χ̃|2 d3µR. However, enforcing this condition is not an immediate step
and this is our main goal in the reminder for this section. For this purpose, we will take the
variational principle (36) into a form such that the relation (39) can be directly inserted.

By continuing to proceed analogously to Section 2.4, we select a vector field of the form
(24), so that the variational principle (36) becomes

δ

ż t2

t1

ˆ ż ´
X ¨M`ν ¨M`̺ xψ, i~Btψy`

`
̺n´M´nˆpM`̺ABq

˘
¨x∇Hy

¯
d3n´hp̺, ψq

˙
dt “ 0,

(40)
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where we have defined the following functional for later purpose:

hp̺, ψq “
ż
̺

@
ψ

ˇ̌
Hψ ` ∇H ˆ n ¨ pABψ ` i~∇ψq

D
d3n. (41)

At this point, we observe that setting M “ 0 and M “ ̺B
n
S eventually returns an

equivalent form of the hybrid KvH equation (29). On the other hand, here we want to be
able to replace the relation (39) in such a way that the classical density (37) is made positive-
definite by construction. We achieve this in two steps: first, in analogy to the steps preceding
Remark 2.1, we adopt the exact solution M “ ̺n arising from the variational problem (40)
and, second, we make the replacement M Ñ ´̺AB in (40). These steps take the latter into
the form

δ

ż t2

t1

ˆ ż
̺

`
ν ¨ n ` xψ, i~pBt ` X ¨ ∇qψy

˘
d3n ´ hp̺, ψq

˙
dt “ 0 , (42)

where the functional (41) acquires the meaning of a Hamiltonian functional identifying the total
energy of the system. Indeed, we notice that if H is a purely classical function Hpnq “ Hpnq1,
then (41) reduces to the classical total energy

ş
̺Hd3n, while the case ∇H “ 0 returns the

usual expression of the quantum energy Trpρ̂qHq, where ρ̂q “
ş
̺ψψ:d3n is the density matrix.

Before concluding this section, we should emphasize that setting M “ ̺n in (40) and
replacing M Ñ ´̺AB in the resulting Lagrangian

ş`
X ¨M ` ̺ν ¨n ` ̺ xψ, i~Btψy ´ pn ˆM `

̺n ˆ ABq ¨ x∇Hy
˘
d3n ´ hp̺, ψq has the crucial property of making the latter invariant under

classical phase transformations. While this statement appears obvious since phases were com-
pletely eliminated in (42), its meaning is very fundamental: by making our Lagrangian phase
invariant, we have made our theory insensitive to classical phases. In other words [45], classi-
cal phases are unobservable, that is they cannot be measured and indeed cannot contribute to
expectation value dynamics. Here, this property has been enforced by resorting to a gauge prin-
ciple that is directly analogous to the usual phase-invariance of standard quantum mechanics:
wavefunctions are defined only up to global phase factors. As a result of this gauge-invariance
(or independence), the classical density now obeys the transport equation Bt̺`divp̺X q “ 0 so
that classical states are identified by a positive density at all times. The next section presents
the explicit form of the nonlinear quantum-classical model arising from the variational principle
(42).

3.3 Nonlinear model II: quantum-classical equations of motion

The equations of motion for mixed quantum-classical spin systems can now be obtained by
taking the variations in (42). In the variational principle (42), δψ is arbitrary, while δX and
δ̺ are given as in (11) (upon replacing D by ̺). In addition, δν is given in (12) and we recall
the auxiliary equation

Bt̺ ` divp̺X q “ 0 . (43)

Then, upon introducing the local density matrix P “ ψψ:, variations δψ yield

i~pBt ` X ¨ ∇qψ “ 1

2̺

δh

δψ

“Hψ ` i~

ˆ
tP,Hu ` tH, P u ` 1

2̺

“
P, t̺,Hu

‰˙
ψ , (44)

where δh{δψ denotes the usual functional derivative so that, for example, δF “
ş
xδF {δψ, δψy d3n

for any functional F pψq. The second equality in (44) follows from (41) and by recalling (6). In
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particular, if we denote XH “ ∇Hˆn and xAy “ TrpPAq, we notice that (41) may be rewritten
as

hp̺, P q “
ż
̺

A
H ` i~

2
r∇P,XHs

E
d3n , (45)

so that δh{δP “ ̺H ` i~̺ptP,Hu ` tH, P u ` rP, tln ̺,Hus{2q and δh{δψ “ 2pδh{δP qψ. The
Hamiltonian functional (45) will be useful for later purpose; see Section 4.2. At this point,
the quantum-classical model comprises equations (43) and (44) while we still need to find the
expression of the vector field X . Variations δX in (42) lead to

ν ` ∇

ˆ
δh

δ̺
´ 1

2̺

B
δh

δψ
, ψ

F˙
“ BtAB ` ∇pX ¨ ABq ´ X ˆ curlAB

“ 1

̺

A δh
δψ
,∇ψ

E
´ ∇

B
1

2̺

δh

δψ
, ψ

F
, (46)

where the second equality follows from (44). Eventually, we obtain

ν “ ´∇
δh

δ̺
` 1

̺

B
δh

δψ
,∇ψ

F
,

while variations δν yield

X “ ´ν ˆ n “ ∇
δh

δ̺
ˆ n ´ 1

̺

B
δh

δψ
,∇ψ

F
ˆ n . (47)

Here, δh{δψ is given in (44) and δh{δ̺ “ xH ` i~r∇P,XHs{2y. Since xδh{δψ,∇ψy “ xδh{δP ,∇P y,
repeated use of the the Leibniz product rule yields

X “ Xδh{δ̺ ´ 1

̺

B
δh

δP
,XP

F

“ xXHy ´ ~

2̺
Tr

`
p̺Ξq ¨ ∇XH ´ XH ¨ ∇p̺Ξq

˘
, where Ξ “ irP,∇P s ˆ n. (48)

Thus, the nonlinear quantum-classical spin model comprises equations (43), (44), and (48).
Perhaps not surprisingly, we have formally obtained an equivalent system to (2)-(4), provided

one replaces JpΓ Ñ Ξ, D Ñ ̺, and the canonical bracket by the Lie-Poisson bracket in (6).
This is a further indication of the level of generality of the proposed variational combination
of Koopman wavefunctions and classical phase invariance. Indeed, this approach extends to
arbitrary noncanonical systems beyond spin dynamics, although this aspect is beyond the scope
of this paper and will be developed in future work.

In the case of a quantum subsystem comprising a single 1{2´spin variable, a simple possible
Hamiltonian has the form Hpnq “ H0pnq ` HIpnqpσx ` γpσz , where γ is a constant parameter.
Then, the equations for the classical density and the (local) quantum density matrix,

Bt̺` divp̺X q “ 0 , i~pBtP ` X ¨ ∇P q “ rH, P s ,

are completed by the following expressions:

X “ XH0
`XHI

xpσxy´ ~

2̺

´
p̺ rΞq ¨∇XHI

´pXHI
¨∇qp̺ rΞq

¯
, where rΞ “ inˆTrp∇P rP, pσxsq ,
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and

H “ HIpσx ` γpσz ` i~trP, pσxs, HIu ` i~

2̺
rP, pσxst̺,HIu.

Notice that, even in the case γ “ 0, the last two terms above prevent the condition xpσxy “ 0 for
the local expectation of pσx from being preserved in time. Indeed, one has Btxpσxy `X ¨∇xpσxy “
γxpσyy`̺´1tHI , ̺pxpσxy2´1qu. This is in contrast with the predictions resulting from the simpler
Ehrenfest model, which is obtained by neglecting all the ~´terms inX andH. In the case when
γ “ 0, we observe that the ̺´equation produced by the Ehrenfest model decouples completely
from the quantum evolution.

4 Discussion

4.1 Hybrid density and energy conservation

This section considers the nature of the total energy expressed by the Hamiltonian functional
in (41). While the first term is well known from Ehrenfest dynamics, the ~´term in (41)
is only triggered by the presence of quantum-classical coupling terms in H and its nature
is currently a matter of speculation. In canonical coordinates [16], that is in the case of
orbital degrees of freedom in the classical sector, this term was related to the fluctuation force
rF “ ´BqV pq, xq ` xBqV pq, xqy that arises from the interaction potential V pq, xq. Indeed, in this

case this ~´term becomes
ş
̺ xψ,´i~ rF ¨ Bpψy dqdp. Analogously, in the present case we may

define the fluctuation torque rT “ p∇H ´ x∇Hyq ˆ n, so that (41) becomes

hp̺, ψq “
ż
̺

`
xHy ´ xψ, i~rT ¨ ∇ψy

˘
d3n.

However, the deeper meaning of the second term in the integral remains an open question.
One possible interpretation, which follows the ideas in [9], is to accept that quantum-classical

coupling does not conserve energy in the usual sense, as given in the first term of the integral
above, thereby involving some kind of energy transfer that is triggered by quantum-classical
correlations. Motivated by speculations on the measurement problem, this interpretation would
explain the additional work term as a model for this extra quantum-classical energy transfer.

If, on the other hand, we insist that the physical energy must be conserved, then we can
integrate by parts in the integral above and follow the procedure outlined in Section 3.1. In
particular, we verify that the Hamiltonian functional hp̺, ψq may be rewritten as Tr

ş
HD d3n

where

D “ ̺P ` ~

2
divp̺J ˆ nq “ ̺P ` ~

2
n ¨ curlp̺J q, with J “ irP,∇P s.

Here, the quantity J is a non-Abelian gauge potential already appeared in Mead’s work on
geometric phases [37]. Then, we may interpret Tr

ş
HD d3n as the expectation value of the

quantum-classical Hamiltonian H, which is computed in the usual way by using the above
distribution-valued Hermitian operator. However, if we follow this interpretation, we should
notice that, unlike P “ ̺P , the operator D is generally unsigned and thus its meaning requires
further considerations. A possible way of discerning which of the two interpretations is more
suitable consists in comparing the expected value dynamics that is computed by using P and
D. If the results arising from using D turn out unrealistic, then the first interpretation could be
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more appropriate and one is led to revise the concept of energy conservation. This investigation
needs adequate computational efforts, which are currently under development.

Here, we point out that classical and quantum expectation values are unaffected by the
interpretation of D. Indeed, we notice that the classical Liouville density and the quantum
density matrix are given respectively as

ρc “ TrD “ ̺, and ρ̂q “
ż
D d3n “

ż
P d3n,

where we have used TrP “ ̺. Given a classical and a quantum observable, Apnq and A,
respectively, their expectation values are

ż
Apnq̺pnq d3n, and TrpAρ̂qq,

which involve only the operator P “ ̺P rather than the entire expression of D. The equations
of motion of these expectation value require an extension of the Ehrenfest theorem to the
quantum-classical setting. As presented in [17], this extension is a consequence of the covariance
properties of the D operator. Indeed, upon writing DrPs “ P ´ pi~{2q divpn ˆ rP,∇Ps{TrPq
a direct application of the methods in [17] yields the following covariance properties

pDrPpηpnqqs “ pDrPspηpzqq and pDrUPU :s “ U pDrPsU :.

Here, U is a quantum unitary operator while η is a classical canonical transformation (more
exactly, a Poisson diffeomorphism, since we are dealing with noncanonical coordinates). We
emphasize that the covariance properties of D have long been sought in classical-quantum the-
ories and they correspond to property 3 in the list of quantum-classical consistency properties
presented in Section 1.

As showed in [17], these covariance properties lead to casting the equations for the classical
density and the quantum density matrix as

Bρc
Bt “ TrtH,Du , i~

dρ̂q
dt

“
ż

rH,Ds d3n , (49)

which are formally identical to the analogous relations (33) and (32) in the original KvH
treatment. For example, the first in (49) can be verified upon rewriting the vector field (48) as

X “ 1

̺
xD,XHy ` ~

̺
div

`
̺Tr

`
XH ^ Ξ

˘˘
, where

`
XH ^ Ξ

˘jk “ 1

2

`
X

j
H
Ξk ´ ΞjXk

H

˘

is a skew-symmetric contravariant two-tensor, that is a bivector. Then, the hybrid Ehrenfest
dynamics of classical and quantum expectation values arises as a direct consequence of (49).

4.2 Bracket structure

In this section, we present the quantum-classical bracket structure underlying the dynami-
cal model comprised by equations (43), (44), and (48). The search for hybrid brackets in
quantum-classical dynamics was first motivated by the observation that the right-hand side of
the Aleksandrov-Gerasimenko (AG) equation [4, 22] BtP “ ´i~´1rH,Ps ` ptH,Pu ` tP,Huq{2
defines a bracket structure that does not satisfy the Jacobi identity [42]. Despite its popular-
ity in quantum chemistry [31, 44], the AG equation fails to retain positivity of the quantum
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density matrix ρ̂q “
ş
P dqdp at all times, thereby invalidating Heisenberg’s uncertainty prin-

ciple. Nevertheless, several studies are still based on the AG equation and this has led to some
speculations on whether quantum-classical mechanics may at all have a Hamiltonian formula-
tion [40]. For theories involving a classical phase-space description, Poisson bracket structures
were recently provided by the authors in [16, 17], where we showed that our current model
actually possesses the same Poisson bracket as the Ehrenfest model (1). While this Poisson
structure was only provided for classical orbital degrees of freedom (canonical coordinates),
here we present its extension to quantum-classical spin systems.

As we observed above, the passage from canonical to noncanonical coordinates merely
requires replacing the canonical Poisson bracket tF,Gucan “ BqFBpG ´ BpFBqG by the Lie-
Poisson bracket tF,Gu “ n ¨ ∇F ˆ ∇G. This rule applies also to the bracket structure for the
quantum-classical model in equations (43), (44), and (48). In order to see this, it is convenient
to express the entire quantum-classical model in terms of the density-valued operator P “ ̺P

so that xAy “ TrpPAq{TrP. First, upon recalling the notation XA “ ∇Aˆ n, we rewrite the
first line of (48) as X “ xXδh{δPy, where δh{δP “ pδh{δP ´ xδh{δP y1q{̺ ` pδh{δ̺q1 and the
Hamiltonian (45) now reads

hpPq “
ż @

HTrP ` i~tP,Hu
D
d3n. (50)

In addition, we notice that, by the relation δh{δψ “ 2pδh{δP qψ, the first line in (44) may be
written as i~̺pBt `X ¨∇qP “ rδh{δP , P s. Thus, since rδh{δP, P s “ rδh{δP,Ps, the equations
(43) and (44) are equivalently rewritten in Hamiltonian form as

i~
BP
Bt ` i~ div

´
P

A
X δh

δP

E¯
“

„
δh

δP
,P


,

where the functional derivative of (50) is given by

δh

δP
“ H ` ~

2TrP

´
2iptP,Hu ` tH,Puq ` irP, tH, ln TrPus ´ xitP,Hu ` itH,Puy1

¯
.

If we now introduce the convenient notation A:B “ TrpABq, the usual relation 9f “ ttf, huu
holding for any functional of the dynamical variables (P in this case) yields

ttf, huupPq “
ż

1

TrP

ˆ
P :

"
δf

δP
,
δh

δP

*
:P

˙
d3n´

ż B
P,

i

~

„
δf

δP
,
δh

δP

F
d3n

“
ż ˆ

n ¨
B
∇
δf

δP

F
ˆ

B
∇
δh

δP

F
´

B
i

~

„
δf

δP
,
δh

δP

F˙
TrP d3n . (51)

This bracket can be given an equivalent expression in terms of ̺ and P. The explicit proof
that the bracket (51) is Poisson involves several technical steps in Poisson geometry and is left
for another venue. In the case of classical canonical coordinates, the corresponding proof was
presented explicitly in [17], to which we refer for a detailed discussion. Here, we will simply
say that the above bracket is Poisson because it was obtained from a variational principle of
the particular type (42), which can be shown to identify a Hamiltonian system for arbitrary
functionals hp̺, ψq. Then, together with the Hamiltonian functional (50), the Poisson bracket
(51) comprises the Hamiltonian structure of the quantum-classical spin model given by the
equation

i~BtP ` i~ divpXPq “ rH,Ps, (52)

17



and the definitions

X “ xXHy ´ ~

2̺
Tr

`
p̺Ξq ¨ ∇XH ´ XH ¨ ∇p̺Ξq

˘
(53)

H “ H ` i~

̺

´
tP,Hu ` tH,Pu ` 1

2
rtln ̺,Hu,Ps

¯
, (54)

where Ξ “ irP,∇Ps ˆ n{̺2 and ̺ “ TrP. It is easy to verify that the relation P “ ̺ψψ:

indeed yields the equations (43), (44), and (48). Notice that a factor ̺´1 has been taken inside
the final Poisson bracket t , u for convenience of notation, thereby leading to the appearance
of the logarithm ln ̺. More importantly, we remark that a direct expansion of divX leads to
observing that no P´gradients of order higher than two are involved in the equation (52).

4.3 Invariants of motion

Given the quantum-classical bracket (51), one may ask wether this is accompanied by Casimir
invariant functionals CpPq such that 9C “ ttC, fuu “ 0 for any functional fpPq. This question
was addressed in [17] for the case of classical orbital degrees of freedom and here we present
the noncanonical spin counterpart. Given the structure of the evolution equation (52) for P it
is not difficult to see that the functional

C “ Tr

ż
̺ΦpP{̺q d3n, with ̺ “ TrP

identifies a dynamical invariant for any analytic matrix function Φ. For example, one can con-
struct the entropy-like invariant S “ ´Tr

ş
P logpP{̺q d3n, which reduces to the von-Neumann

entropy ´Trpρ̂q log ρ̂qq when P “ ̺ρ̂q. See [16] for further remarks on entropy functionals in
quantum-classical mechanics.

Other Casimir invariants may also be constructed for P “ ̺ψψ: upon noticing that the
dynamics may be restricted to occur on functions defined on the unit sphere by setting }n} “ 1,
as we will now discuss. First, from (47) we observe that the vector field X is tangent to the S2.
Furthermore, we can show that the expression of the vector fieldX naturally restricts to the unit
sphere S2. To see this, we first recall that δh{δP is a function of p̺,P,Hq and p∇̺,∇P,∇Hq.
Now due to its expression in (54), we have that δh{δP is uniquely expressed as a function of
p̺,P,Hq|n“1 and pDp̺|n“1q,DpP|n“1q,DpH|n“1qq, where Dp ¨ |n“1q :“ p1´uuT q∇p¨q|n“1 is the
gradient on S2 and we have denoted n “ nu, with }u} “ 1. This follows from the fact that
(54) involves the Lie-Poisson bracket in (6), which is known to restrict to the unit sphere S2,
this restriction being obtained by evaluating at n “ 1 and replacing ∇p¨q Ñ p1´uuT q∇p¨q|n“1.
From this, and from the fact that the expression of the Lie-Poisson vector field XH “ ∇H ˆ n
also restricts to the sphere by the same process, we obtain that the same holds forX “ xXδh{δPy
in (53). As a consequence, we have

divpXPq|n“1 “ DivpXP|n“1q,

where we notice that DivpXP|n“1q “ divpXPq|n“1 ´ u ¨ ∇pXPq|n“1 ¨ u is the expression of
the divergence on the sphere. Therefore, the restriction P|n“1 “ ̺ψψ:|n“1 satisfies exactly the
same equation (52) upon replacing n Ñ u and divp¨q Ñ Divp ¨ |n“1q. For later purpose, here
we also notice that u ˆ X |n“1 “ ´p1 ´ uuT q p̺´1xδh{δψ,∇ψy ´ ∇pδh{δ̺qq |n“1.

As anticipated, the fact that the entire quantum-classical dynamics restricts naturally to
the unit sphere allows us to identify new Casimir invariants. In order to proceed, as we are now
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on a manifold, it is convenient to use differential forms and the Lie derivative £. In particular,
upon using Cartan’s magic formula, we have £Xω “ dpiXωq for any two-form ω on S2, where
we have replaced X |n“1 Ñ X for convenience of notation. In the particular case of the area
form on S2, we have ωjkpuq “ ´ûjk so that £Xω “ dpu ˆ X q. On the other hand, we may
also restrict the second equality in (46) thereby obtaining

pBt ` £X qAB “ 1

̺

A δh
δψ
, dψ

E
´ d

B
1

2̺

δh

δψ
, ψ

F
“ ´u ˆ X ´ d

ˆ
δh

δ̺
`

B
1

2̺

δh

δψ
, ψ

F˙

where AB “ xψ,´i~dψy and we have replaced the notation p̺|n“1, ψ|n“1q Ñ p̺, ψq. Taking
the differential on both sides and defining B “ dAB “ ~ Imtψ:, ψuω yields

pBt ` £X qpω ` Bq “ 0 .

At this point, for any scalar function Φpxq, we obtain the following Casimir invariant

C “
ĳ

S2

̺ΦpΩ{̺qω , where Ω :“ 1 ` ~ Imtψ:, ψu.

For example, we have the following relation

d

dt

ĳ

S2

̺ logpΩ{̺qω “ 0 .

Notice that in the classical case the Berry connection is exact [16] so that B “ 0 and the
Casimir

ť
S2 ̺ logpΩ{̺q recovers the usual Gibbs entropy functional.

4.4 Spin systems and orbital degrees of freedom

Given the formal similarities between the cases of orbital and spin degrees of freedom in the
classical sector, we are motivated to propose extensions of the present model to more general
situations. For example, realistic spin systems involve several quantum and classical spins,
so that the hybrid Hamiltonian H, resp., the hybrid operator P, becomes a function, resp., a
density, on j classical spin variables pn1, . . .njq taking values in the space of Hermitian operators
on the Hilbert space pC2qbk for k quantum spins. Then, the classical density ̺ “ TrP involves
a generalized trace on the full tensor-product space. The quantum-classical model presented
here extends naturally to this situation. In particular, the hybrid density Ppn1, . . .njq obeys
the equation

i~BtP ` i~ divpPX q “ rH,Ps , (55)

with

X “ xXHy ´ ~

2̺
Tr

`
p̺Ξq ¨ ∇XH ´ pXH ¨ ∇qp̺Ξq

˘
, with Ξ “ i̺´1rP,XPs ,

and

H “ H ` i~

̺

´
tP,Hu ` tH,Pu ` 1

2
rP, tH, ln ̺us

¯
.
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Here, ∇ “ pB
n1
, . . . , B

nj
q, while the Poisson bracket and the Hamiltonian vector field are given

respectively as follows:

tF,Gu “
jÿ

a“1

na ¨ B
na
F ˆ B

na
G, and XA “ pB

n1
Aˆ n1, . . . , Bnj

Aˆ njq.

As we can see, this case of multiple classical and quantum spins does not exhibit essential
differences with respect to the simpler case presented earlier.

Another case of interest in quantum-classical mechanics involves classical systems compris-
ing both orbital and spin degrees of freedom. Our treatment extends directly also to this more
general case. Indeed, the equation (55) for the hybrid density Ppq,p,nq now involves the
definitions

X “ xXHy ´ ~

2̺
Tr

`
p̺Ξq ¨ ∇XH ´ pXH ¨ ∇qp̺Ξq

˘
, with Ξ “ i̺´1rP,XPs ,

and

H “ H ` i~

̺

´
tP,Hu ` tH,Pu ` 1

2
rP, tH, ln ̺us

¯
.

Here, we notice that ∇ “ pBq, Bp, Bn
q. Also, we have recalled ̺ “ TrP and we have used the

following notation

tF,Gu “ BqF ¨ BpG ´ BpF ¨ BqG ` n ¨ B
n
F ˆ B

n
G, and XA “ pBpA,´BqA, Bn

Aˆ nq,

for the Poisson bracket and the Hamiltonian vector field, respectively.
At this point, one can add different layers of complication depending on the case under

consideration. For example, one may also extend to consider a more general quantum Hilbert
space other than C2. However, we should emphasize that all the properties discussed previously
for elementary quantum-classical spin systems transfer naturally to these more general settings
and in many cases one simply needs to use the appropriate expression of the Poisson bracket
and the Hamiltonian vector field. Given the level of difficulty of these extended versions of
the model, we will not pursue this direction in this paper. For the fully classical Liouville
dynamics on the extended phase space with coordinates pq,p,nq, we refer the reader to [23].
For applications to complex fluids, see [19, 46].

5 Conclusions and future directions

The equations (43), (44), and (48) comprise a new model for quantum-classical spin dynamics
that overcomes a series of consistency issues previously appeared in the literature [2, 8]. Going
beyond the well-known Ehrenfest model (1), this model appears to be the first to satisfy all the
following properties: 1) the classical system is identified by a phase-space probability density at
all times; 2) the quantum system is identified by a positive-semidefinite density operator ρ̂ at
all times; 3) the model is covariant under both quantum unitary transformations and classical
canonical transformations; 4) in the absence of an interaction potential, the model reduces
to uncoupled quantum and classical dynamics; 5) in the presence of an interaction potential,
the quantum purity }ρ̂}2 is not a constant of motion. For example, property 2) ensures that
the Heisenberg principle is satisfied at all times, while property 5) has a crucial importance
in quantum chemistry applications [3, 11]. Most importantly, the ~´terms appearing in (44)
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and (48) have the role of retaining quantum-classical correlations via the appearance of several
gradient terms involving both the local operator P “ ψψ: and the classical density ̺. These
quantum-classical correlations take the present model beyond the Ehrenfest system, whose
main limitation is indeed the failure to retain correlation effects.

The nonlinear model (43)-(48) was obtained by combining the variational setting of Koop-
man wavefunctions in noncanonical coordinates with a gauge principle that makes classical
phases unobservable. This construction is based on a thorough investigation of noncanonical
KvH and KvN classical dynamics, which required a careful study starting early on with the
variational setting of the Liouville equation for classical spin systems. Along the way, we were
able to relate the variational setting of (prequantum) KvH theory with that of the simpler KvN
construction. This step was of crucial importance to obtain the quantum-classical model at a
later stage.

Despite its formidable appearance, the model (43)-(48) does not involve gradients of order
higher than two. In addition, it possesses a number of relevant properties such as an explicit
Hamiltonian structure and infinite families of dynamical invariants. In addition, the expression
(41) of the total energy leads to unexpected energy-balance considerations that seem to connect
to recent speculations in measurement theory [9]. Alternatively, the usual energy balance
is recovered by resorting to a hybrid von Neumann operator, which however appears to be
generally unsigned. While this hybrid operator may be used for the calculation of quantum-
classical expectation values, the calculation of purely quantum and purely classical expectation
values involves only the positive operator density P “ ̺ψψ:. Finally, we showed how the
proposed model adapts immediately to quantum-classical systems with many spins, with and
without the presence of orbital degrees of freedom.

While the proposed model may require appropriate computational tools, due to the in-
tricate structure of its equations, we believe that its underlying Hamiltonian and variational
structures may stand as a platform for designing new convenient algorithms in mixed quantum-
classical dynamics. Indeed, in the context of nonadiabatic molecular dynamics, “the parallel
development of rigorous but computationally expensive methods and more approximate but
computationally efficient methods” is regarded as absolutely “critical” [26]. For example, cur-
rent investigations using classical canonical coordinates are devoted to construct variational
trajectory methods by resorting to suitable regularizations of the Lagrangian underlying the
model equations. Benefiting from the recent results in [28], this study is currently underway.

In addition, we hope that a closer look at the proposed model may lead to a better under-
standing of the peculiarities of quantum-classical coupling. While many of these aspects are
usually studied in the context of measurement theory, the latter usually requires invoking the
role of an environment acting as a heat bath thereby making the entire dynamics irreversible.
However, we believe that reversible quantum-classical dynamics may already disclose interest-
ing features and the emergence of questions about the energy balance could indeed be a starting
point in this direction.

In the future, we would like to understand how the proposed model may be used to describe
radical pairs in organic chemistry [35]. In this context, electron spin-spin coupling requires
a quantum treatment while nuclear spin dynamics may be accommodated by semiclassical
descriptions [13].

Also, motivated by recent studies in magnonics [50], we would like to understand how
classical spin waves may be coupled to quantum spin systems. In more generality, classical
magnetization dynamics may require Gilbert’s dissipative terms and it would be interesting to
design models coupling classical Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert dynamics with quantum spin systems.
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This seems to be the general concept underlying the design of recent quantum control strategies
in spintronics [39]. In this case, the idea is to exploit a new range of control parameters that
is offered by coupling quantum spins to classical ferromagnets. All these directions necessitate
mathematically sound dynamical models and we hope that the theory proposed here can help
in this endeavor.
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